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he will immediately perceive that, amidst the vicissitudes of the

earth's surface, species cannot be immortal, but must perish, one after

the other, like the individuals which compose them. There is no pos

sibility of escaping from this conclusion, without resorting to some

hypothesis as violent as that of Lamarck, who imagined, as we have

before seen, that species are each of them endowed with indefinite

powers of modifying their organization, in conformity to the endless

changes of circumstances to which they are exposed.

Effects of a general Alteration. in Climate on the Distribution of

Species.

Some of the effects which must attend every general alteration of

climate are sufficiently peculiar to claim a separate consideration

before concluding the present chapter.
I have before stated that, during seasons of extraordinary severity,

many northern birds, and in some countries many quadrupeds, mi

grate southwards. If these cold seasons were to become frequent,
in consequence of a gradual and general refrigeration of the atmo

sphere, such migrations would be more and more regular, until, at

length, many animals, now confined to the arctic regions, would
become the tenants of the temperate zone; while the inhabitants of
the temperate zone would approach nearer to the equator. At the
same time, many species previously established on high mountains
would begin to descend, in every latitude, towards the middle regions;
and those which were confined to the flanks of mountains would make
their way into the plains. Analogous changes would also take place
in the vegetable kingdom.

1f on the contrary, the heat of the atmosphere be on the increase,
the plants and animals of low grounds would ascend to higher levels,
the equatorial species would migrate into the temperate zone, and
those of the temperate into the arctic circle.
But although some species might thus be preserved, every great

change of climate must be fatal to many which can find no place of
retreat when their original habitations become unfit for them. For
if the general temperature be on the rise, then there is no cooler
region whither the polar species can take refuge; if it be on the
decline, then the animals and plants previously established between
the tropics have no resource. Suppose the general heat f the
atmosphere to increase, so that even the arctic region became too
warm for the musk-ox and, rein-deer, it is clear that they must
perish; so if the torrid zone should lose so much of its heat by the
progressive refrigeration of the earth's surface as to be an unfit
habitation for apes, boas, bamboos, and palms, these tribes of animals
and plants, or, at least, most of the species now belonging to them,
would become extinct, for there would be no warmer latitudes for
their reception.

It will follow, therefore, that as often as the climates of the globeare passing from, the extreme of heat to that of cold -from the
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